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Abstract. The paper deals with problem on asymptotic solutions to a system of singular per-
turbed linear differential-algebraic equations. Case of multiple roots of a characteristic equation
is studied. Technique of constructing the asymptotic solutions is developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION




D BxCf .t/ (1.1)
were well studied in the middle of the past century. In particular, Luzin [12] and Gant-
macher [7] have found necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability of DAEs,
and they have proposed approaches of constructing their solutions. It should be note
that Gantmacher’s algorithm [7] for constructing particular solutions of DAEs (1.1)
was based on the idea of reduction of a pencil B A to Kronecker normal form. At




D B.t/xCf .t/; (1.2)
in general case, since its application as a rule causes changing the Kronecker’s form
of a pencil B.t/ A.t/ of system (1.2).
To solve the problem Campbell has proposed the notion of standard canonical form












where Is and In s are identity matrices of orders s and n s, respectively, andNs.t/
is a nilpotent lower (or upper) triangular matrix.
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Note that in particular case, when matrix Ns.t/ is additionally constant, system
(1.3) is called the strong standard canonical form of system (1.2).
Later Petzold and Gear have found sufficient conditions of reduction of system
(1.2) to its Kronecker’s form [8, 13]. It allows to find the general solution of system
(1.2) and to study then Cauchy problem, boundary value problems, and others [1, 4,
5, 14].
Another way to deal with DAEs is to decouple them by means of canonical pro-
jectors. Using a concept of the tractability index, the effective numerical methods
for solving DAEs were developed in the papers by Gear and Petzold [8], Griepentrog
and Ma¨rz [9], Brenan, Campbell and Petzold [2].




D B.t;"/x; t 2 Œ0IT ; " 2 .0I"0; (1.4)
where A.t;"/, B.t;"/ are nn–matrices with real or complex-valued elements, pos-







"kBk.t/; "! 0; t 2 Œ0IT ;
with infinitely differentiable coefficients, and " is a small parameter.
In particular, Starun [19] has found as many linearly independent asymptotic solu-
tions of system (1.4) as there are roots of the corresponding characteristic equation
det.B0.t/ A0.t//D 0: (1.5)
It follows that if rankB0.t/ is equal to the degree of the polynomial
det.B0.t/ A0.t// then a formal fundamental matrix solution of system (1.4) can
be constructed [1, 14]. Generalizing Starun’s ideas Yakovets has shown that under
certain conditions system (1.4) has two types of formal solutions corresponding to
finite or infinite elementary divisors of the pencil B0.t/ A0.t/ [14]. Moreover,
their linear combination is formal general solution of system (1.4).
It is well known [14], in case of multiple spectrum of the main pencil B0.t/ 
A0.t/ asymptotic expansions of solutions of system (1.4) should be constructed in
some fractional powers of small parameter ". Moreover, value of fractional powers of
small parameter depends on the structure of the perturbing matricesAk.t/,Bk.t/, k 2
N . However, in the case of multiple eigenvalues of B0.t/ A0.t/ the technique of
constructing asymptotic expansions is tedious and quite complicated. That is why we
propose in present paper a modified approach for finding formal asymptotic solutions
to system (1.4). Namely, our technique is based on transformation of the system with
multiple spectrum of the main pencil of matrices into system whose main pencil of
matrices has a simple spectrum [17]. On our opinion, the proposed approach is more
rational one than others.
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2. FORMAL SOLUTIONS
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) the pencil of matrices B0.t/ A0.t/ is regular for all t 2 Œ0IT ;
(ii) the pencil B0.t/ A0.t/ has one eigenvalue 0.t/, two finite elementary di-
visors . 0.t//p1 , . 0.t//p2 , 2p1<p2, and two infinite elementary
divisors of multiplicity q1 and q2, 2 q1 < q2; furthermore p1Cp2Cq1C
q2 D n.




where Iq.t;0/ D Iq , Ip.t;0/ D Ip, Iq and Ip are the identity matrices of orders q
(q D q1Cq2) and p (p D p1Cp2), respectively;
Nq.t;0/DNq  diagfNq1 ;Nq2g; Wp.t;0/D diagfWp1.t/;Wp2.t/g; pDp1Cp2;
Nqi is the square matrix of order qi such that
Nqi D
0BBBB@
0 1 0 : : : 0
0 0 1 : : : 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 0 : : : 1
0 0 0 : : : 0
1CCCCA ; i D 1;2;
and Wpi .t/D 0.t/Ipi CNpi , i D 1;2 [15, 16, 18].





where C.t;"/D˝.t;"/  "H.t;"/Q 1.t;"/Q0.t;"/, Q0.t;0/ 0, t 2 Œ0IT .













It should be noted that the pencils ˝.t;0/   0.t/H.t;0/   H.t;0/ and
diagfIq;Npg diagfNq;Ipg have the same Kronecker normal form [7]. There-
fore, without loss of generality, we can assume that
˝.t;0/D diagfIq;Npg; Np D diagfNp1 ;Np2g:









where H0.t/H0 D diagfNq;Ipg, C0.t/ C0 D diagfIq;Npg.
We seek an asymptotic solutions of system (2.3) in the following form:






1A ; i D 1;n; (2.4)




"keu.k/i .t;"/; i .t;"/DX
k0
"ke.k/i .t;"/; i D 1;n;
[14]. Constants ai are defined below.
Substituting representation (2.4) into system (2.3), we get







"kHk.t/ui .t;"/i .t;"/; (2.5)
where C1.t/ D diagfC1q.t/;C1p.t/g, H1.t/ D diagfH1q.t/;H1p.t/g; here,
C1q.t/, H1q.t/ are square matrices of order q.












Multiplying both sides of relation (2.5) on the left by K 1.t;"/, we obtain














D1.t/D diagf0;D1p.t/g  diagf0;C1p.t/ H1p.t/Npg;










Mi .t/Hk i .t/CdiagfMkq.t/NqCMk 1;qH1q.t/;0g; k  3:
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Equating the coefficients at the powers of " in the following way, we get
.C0C "D1.t/ e.0/i .t;"/.H0C "F1.t///eu.0/i .t;"/D 0; (2.6)















Fk.t/eu.j /i .t;"/e.s k j /i .t;"/C .H0C "F1.t// s 1X
kD0
eu.k/i .t;"/e.s k/i .t;"/:
According to the form of the matrices C0 and H0, we rewrite equation (2.6) as
.Iq  e.0/i .t;"/.NqC "F1q.t///eu.0/i1 .t;"/D 0; (2.8)
.NpC "D1p.t/ e.0/i .t;"/Ip/eu.0/i2 .t;"/D 0; (2.9)
whereeu.0/i .t;"/D
 eu.0/i1 .t;"/eu.0/i2 .t;"/
!
.
Consider equation (2.8). The characteristic equation ofNqC"F1q.t/ has the form
wqCˇ1.t;"/wq 1C :::Cˇq 1.t;"/wCˇq.t;"/D 0; (2.10)
where
jˇ .t;"/DO."/; "! 0; j D 1;q2 1;
ˇq2.t;"/D h.1/q;q1C1.t/"CO."2/; "! 0;





for all t 2 Œ0IT ; here, h.1/ij .t/ is the element of the matrix H1.t/.
Let the following condition be satisfied.
(iii) h.1/q1;1.t/ 6D 0, h
.1/











We construct the characteristic polygon for the equation (2.10) [10,14]. Its vertices
are the points .qI0/, .q1I1/, and (0;2).





























Let 'j .t;"/, j D 1;q, be columns of the matrix Tq.t;"/, where
T  1q .t;"/.NqC"F1q.t//Tq.t;"/D eW q.t;"/ diagfw1.t;"/;w2.t;"/; :::;wq.t;"/g:
Then
.NqC "F1q.t/ wj .t;"/Iq/'j .t;"/D 0; j D 1;q:
The components of the vectors 'j .t;"/, j D 1;q1, and 'j .t;"/, j D q1C1;q can be
taken as the cofactors of the first and .q1C 1/th rows of the matrix NqC "F1q.t/ 












q1 CO." 2q1 /
aj .t/h.t/"
2






























































































1A ;j D 1;q2:








where T1.t;"/ is a square matrix of order q1. Then
















2 .t/ : : : a
q1 1
q1 .t/
1 1 : : : 1
a1.t/ a2.t/ : : : aq1.t/















2 .t/ : : : b
q2 1
q2 .t/
1 1 : : : 1
b1.t/ b2.t/ : : : bq2.t/


















Further, detV1.t/ and detV2.t/ are Vandermonde determinants up to a sign. Thus,
detV1.t/ 6D 0, detV2.t/ 6D 0, t 2 Œ0IT , and det Tq.t;"/ 6D 0, t 2 Œ0IT .
Substituting the representationeu.0/i1 .t;"/D Tq.t;"/eq .0/i1 .t;"/; (2.11)
into equation (2.8), we get
.Iq  e.0/i .t;"/eW q.t;"//eq .0/i1 .t;"/D 0: (2.12)
Therefore, e.0/i .t;"/D 1wi .t;"/ ;
feq .0/i1 .t;"/gi D 1; feq .0/i1 .t;"/gj D 0; t 2 Œ0IT ; i 6D j; i;j D 1;q;
where feq .0/i1 .t;"/gj is the j th component ofeq .0/i1 .t;"/.
Consider now equation (2.9). Suppose the following.
(iv) c.1/qCp1;qC1.t/ 6D 0, c
.1/











ij .t/ is the ele-
ment of the matrix C1.t/.
Then the solutions of equation
det.NpC "D1p.t/ wIp/D 0 (2.13)














p2 CO." 2p2 /; j D qCp1C1;n:
Let us Tp.t;"/ be the square matrix of order p such that
T  1p .t;"/.NpC "D1p.t//Tp.t;"/D eWp.t;"/
 diagfwqC1.t;"/;wqC2.t;"/; :::;wn.t;"/g:
Substituting the representationeu.0/i2 .t;"/D Tp.t;"/eq .0/i2 .t;"/ (2.14)
into (2.9), we obtain
.eWp.t;"/ e.0/i .t;"/Ip/eq .0/i2 .t;"/D 0: (2.15)
Thus e.0/i .t;"/D wi .t;"/;
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feq .0/i2 .t;"/gi D 1; feq .0/i2 .t;"/gj D 0; t 2 Œ0IT ; i 6D j; i;j D qC1;n;
and eq .0/i1 .t;"/D 0; t 2 Œ0IT ; i D qC1;n;eq .0/i2 .t;"/D 0; t 2 Œ0IT ; i D 1;q:
We rewrite equation (2.7) for s D 1 as follows:
.Iq  e.0/i .t;"/.NqC "F1q.t///eu.1/i1 .t;"/D d .1/i1 .t;"/; (2.16)
.NpC "D1p.t/ e.0/i .t;"/Ip/eu.1/i2 .t;"/D d .1/i2 .t;"/; (2.17)
whereeu.1/i .t;"/D
 eu.1/i1 .t;"/eu.1/i2 .t;"/
!
, anded .1/i .t;"/D
 ed .1/i1 .t;"/ed .1/i2 .t;"/
!
.
The transformation eu.1/i1 .t;"/ D Tq.t;"/eq .1/i1 .t;"/, eu.1/i2 .t;"/ D Tp.t;"/eq .1/i2 .t;"/
changes (2.16), (2.17) into the equations
.Iq  e.0/i .t;"/eW q.t;"//eq .1/i1 .t;"/D g.1/i1 .t;"/; (2.18)




i1 .t;"/D T  1q .t;"/d .1/i1 .t;"/ T  1q .t;"/NqT 0q.t;"/eq .0/i1 C eW q.t;"/eq .0/i1 e.1/i .t;"/;
g
.1/
i2 .t;"/D T  1p .t;"/d .1/i2 .t;"/ T  1p .t;"/T 0p.t;"/eq .0/i2 Ceq .0/i2 e.1/i .t;"/:
Therefore,
e.1/i .t;"/D ff .1/i1 .t;"/giwi .t;"/ ; feq .1/i1 .t;"/gi  0; t 2 Œ0IT ;
feq .1/i1 .t;"/gj D fg.1/i1 .t;"/gjwi .t;"/wi .t;"/ wj .t;"/ ; i 6D j; i;j D 1;q;eq .1/i2 .t;"/D .eWp.t;"/ e.0/i .t;"/Ip/ 1g.1/i2 .t;"/; i D 1;q;
where f .1/i1 .t;"/D T  1q .t;"/NqT 0q.t;"/eq .0/i1 , ande.1/i .t;"/D ff .1/i2 .t;"/gi ; feq .1/i2 .t;"/gi  0; t 2 Œ0IT ;
feq .1/i2 .t;"/gj D fg.1/i2 .t;"/gjwj .t;"/ wi .t;"/ ; i 6D j; i;j D qC1;n;eq .1/i1 .t;"/D .Iq  e.0/i .t;"/eW q.t;"// 1g.1/i1 .t;"/; i D qC1;n;
where f .1/i2 .t;"/D T  1p .t;"/T 0p.t;"/eq .0/i2 .








where V1.t;"/ is a square matrix of order q1.



















i / : : : O."
 i 1
i /
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
O.1/ O."
  1




t 2 Œ0IT , "! 0; i D qı1i Cq2ı2i Cqı3i Cq2ı4i , i D 1;4; ıij is Kronecker delta.
It should be noted that the matrix T  1p .t;"/ has the same form as T  1q .t;"/.
Let the following condition be satisfied.
(v) q2 < p1.
Then
jjeu.1/i .t;"/jj DO." 1q2 /; je.1/i .t;"/j DO.1/; i D 1;q;
jjeu.1/i .t;"/jj DO."  1p1 /; je.1/i .t;"/j DO.1/; i D qC1;n;
t 2 Œ0IT , "! 0. In the same way we define the functionseu.s/i .t;"/, e.s/i .t;"/, i D
1;n, s D 2;3:::. In addition,
jjeu.s/i .t;"/jj DO." Œ s2 /; i D 1;n;
je.s/i .t;"/j DO." Œ s2   1q1 /; i D 1;q; (2.20)
je.s/i .t;"/j DO." Œ s2   2p2 . s2 Œ s2 /C 1p2 /; i D qC1;n;
s D 2;3; :::, t 2 Œ0IT , "! 0, where  s
2

is the integer part of s
2
.
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS
Assume Rewi .t;"/ 6D 0, t 2 Œ0IT , i D 1;n. Then y.m/i .t;"/ can be defined by
y
.m/












"keu.k/i .t;"/, .m/i .t;"/D mP
kD0
"ke.k/i .t;"/; i D 1;n, and
ai D
(
0; Ree.0/i .t;"/ < 0;
T; Ree.0/i .t;"/ > 0; t 2 Œ0IT ; " 2 .0I"0:
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D C.t;"/´i Cf .t;"/; (3.2)






. It is easy to show that the vector





Let us prove the existence of a solution of system (3.2) such that ´i .ai ; "/ D 0.













Let us define the matrix T .t;"/D diagfTq.t;"/;Tp.t;"/g. Then
T  1.t;"/F.t;"/T .t;"/D diagfeW q.t;"/;IpgC "L.t;"/;































































the diagonal blocks of L.t;"/ and S.t;"/ are square matrices of order q1, q2, p1, p2,
respectively; jjLij .t;"/jj DO.1/, jjSij .t;"/jj DO.1/, t 2 Œ0IT , "! 0.









































































here, R11.t;"/ is a square matrix of order q. It is easy to see that jjh.t;"/jj D
O."˛.m/ 1/, t 2 Œ0IT , "! 0.
Assume that the following condition are satisfied.
(vi) Re 1
wj .t;"/
 c1"l1 < 0,   1q1  l1  1  1q1 , if Rewj .t;"/ < 0,
Re 1
wj .t;"/
 c2"l2 > 0,   1q1  l2  1  1q1 , if Rewj .t;"/ > 0, j D 1;q.
Rewj .t;"/ c3"l3 < 0, 1p2  l3 < 1, if Rewj .t;"/ < 0,
Rewj .t;"/  c4"l4 > 0, 1p2  l4 < 1, if Rewj .t;"/ > 0, j D qC1;n, t 2
Œ0IT .
Then, without loss of generality, we can assume thateW q.t;"/D diagfeW q .t;"/; eW qC.t;"/g; eWp.t;"/D diagfeWp .t;"/; eWpC.t;"/g:
Here, eW q .t;"/ and eW qC.t;"/ are the diagonal matrices whose eigenvalues are the
eigenvalues of eW q.t;"/ with negative and positive real parts, respectively, and the
matrix eWp.t;"/ has the same structure as eW q.t;"/.




D eW  1q .t;"/ri11C "
0@ 2X
jD1







D eW  1qC.t;"/ri12C "
0@ 2X
jD1
























R11.t;"/ R12.t;"/ R13.t;"/ R14.t;"/
R21.t;"/ R22.t;"/ R23.t;"/ R24.t;"/
R31.t;"/ R32.t;"/ R33.t;"/ R34.t;"/
R41.t;"/ R42.t;"/ R43.t;"/ R44.t;"/
1CCA I
the dimensions of vectors ri11, ri12, ri21, ri22 and h11, h12, h21, h22 coincide with
the orders of the matrices eW q .t;"/, eW qC.t;"/, eWp .t;"/, eWpC.t;"/, respectively.























































D eW  1qC.t;"/ri12; Z12.;;"/D Iq k;
respectively; in the same way we define matrices Z21.t; ;"/ and Z22.t; ;"/.
Let us consider the mapping  D Ar of the set
P D fr.t;"/ 2 C Œ0IT  W jjr.t;"/jj  c"˛.m/ 2g;
into itself given by system (3.10) – (3.13). The mapping  D Ar is a contraction
mapping. Thus, the operator equation r D Ar (and consequently system (3.10) –
(3.13) also) has one and only one solution.
Thus, the main result of the paper can be formulated as follows.
Theorem 1. If As.t/, Bs.t/ 2 CmC1Œ0IT , s  0, and the assumptions (i) – (vi)
are satisfied, then there exist n linearly independent solutions xi D xi .t;"/, t 2 Œ0IT ,
of system (1.4) such that
jjxi .t;"/ x.m/i .t;"/jj DO."˛.m/ 2/; "! 0; m 5;
where x.m/i .t;"/DQ.t;"/y.m/i .t;"/.
Remark 1. If the pencil B0.t/  A0.t/ has more than one distinct eigenvalue,
then system (1.4) can be reduced to a set of systems of lower order in each of which
the corresponding characteristic equation has only one eigenvalue [6, 10, 11].
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